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pensed with, and a catch hook is slid forward

Be it known that I, HENRY GRELLIER, a under the table into such a position as to re
citizen of England, residing at Brixton, in the tain the loop of the needle-thread, with which
county of Surrey, England, have invented a the revolving hook engages it, until the nee- 5
new and useful Improvement in Sewing-Madle at its next descent passes through the loop.
chines, (for which I have obtained a patent A compoundlock-and-chainstitch can be made
in
Great Britain, No. 4,159, dated August 28, by retaining the under thread, while the catch
1883,) of which the following is a specification. above mentioned is in use for effecting the
My invention relates to a construction and i chain-stitch; also, the spool-case Inay have (
O arrangement of those parts of a sewing-ma | placed in it two reels or spools of thread, one
chine which deal with the thread below the above the other, and these threads, suitably
constitute doublic under threads for
table, so as to make lock-stitches, employ guided,
lock-stitches; or they may be used along with

ing an ordinary reel or spool for the under
thread, or to make chain-stitches without an
under thread, or to make several kinds of
compound lock-and-chain stitches, at the will
of the operator. For this purpose I provide,
instead of the disk-shaped spool-case, such as
is used in sewing-machines of the Wheeler
20 & Wilson kind, a spool-case approximately
spherical in shape, which can be taken apart
in halves, so as to introduce into it a reel or
spool of thread. This thread is passed through
suitable guide-eyes and tension-guides in the
spool-case, and issues through a hole at its
upper part adjoining another hole, into which
descends the needle. At the side of this lat
ter hole there is a projecting undercut point,
and a revolving hook is made to pass over
this point, so as to seize the loop of the nee
dle-thread and carry the loop round the spool
case while the loop is still held by the point
until a recessed part of the revolving hook
comes round and permits the loop to draw off
35 the said point. Thus, at every stroke of the
needle the lower or spool thread is engaged in
the loop of the needle-thread, making a lock
stitch. In order to keep the loop which is in
its passage over the spool-case clear of the
next stitch, the said case is made with a
protuberance, chiefly on its upper front side,
so as to fill out the loop. To prevent the spool
case from turning, round horris or projections
on a lever which is worked by a cam alter
45

nately engage in notches of the spool-case, these
horns being moved aside to allow the loops of
needle-thread to pass. The spool-case is held
in position by all equatorial rim on it engaged
in a groove in the cylindrical casing which
Carries the hook. When it, is desired to make
simple chain-stitches, the lower thread is dis

a catch fixed on the spool-case, so as to make

a stitch compounded of chain-stitch. With
in each stitch can also be made by modifying
part of the revolving hook, so that the needle
is made to pass through the revious loop be
fore it becomes lintwisted.
In the accompanying drawings I show those
}): its of a scwing-machine which embody my
improvements, omitting parts to which my
double lock-stitch. Chain-stitches with a twist

invention does not relate-suell as the node of

working the needle and of feeding the fabric
it being understood that these operations may
be effected by the usual mechanism, and that
the fabric is fed in a direction opposite to that
in which the revolving hook moves in the up
per part of its revolution.
Figure t is a longitudinal sectional view
taken in the plane of the needleN, showing the
apparatus accortling to my invention, which
is arranged under the cloth-table T. Fig.

2 is a plan of the apparatus, the cloth-table
being supposed to le removed, so as to show
the mechanism under it. Fig. 3 is an eleva
tion on the line NX, looking toward the left.

Fig. 4 is an elevation taken on the line Y Y,
looking toward the right, the lower portion of
the lever I, being onitted for greater clear
ness; lig. 5, a vertical section oil line Z, Z,
looking to the left. Fig. 6 is a horizontal sec
tional view of the spool-case. Fig. 7 is a plan
of the lower part of the mechanism shown in
Fig. 3. Figs. S to 15, inclusive, are detail
views, which will be hereinafter referred to.
Fig. 16 is a view similar to Fig. 1, but with
the parts in proper position for the removal
of the spool-case from the hook or its inser
tion therein. Fig. 17 is a perspective view
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of the spool-case; and IFig. 1S is a similar view,
With the two parts of said case detached from
each othel.
In this apparatus an ordinary cotton reel or
spool, R, is contained within a hollow spool
case, which is made to take apart for admis
sion of the spool, and therefore consists of a
lower part, S, and an upper part, S. To the
upper part, S', is attached in any suitable man
ner, as by soldering or otherwise, a tube, ',
which passes down the center of the spool IR
and into a recessed hole in the bottom of S,

in which it is held with a certain tightness by
bulging the end of the tube and splitting it
5 some distance upward, so that it is sprung in
to its place, the bulge of the tube engaging in
the recess of the hole. The upper part, S', of
the spool has also on its front side two prongs,
' ', Figs. 4, 5, and 18, with a slit between them
projecting downward into a recessed notch of
the lower part, S, and these prongs are swelled
a little at their lower ends, so that they have
to be sprung into their seat when the upper
part, S', is pushed onto the lower part, S. The
25 two parts S and S', when put together with

the spool IR inside, constitute the spool-case,
which remains stationary during the working
of the machine, and this spool-case is so shaped
as to present in its middle an equatorial rim
or ridge, s, having its edge in a vertical plane
nearly coinciding with, but a little in front of,
that of the celle N, and of the center of the
reel-tube 1, down into which the point of the
needle ( (Secols it, each downstroke. This
rim terminates at tile side of the needle-hole

with a point, s, Figs. 2, 17, and 18, slightly
undercut, so as to form a hook. Within the
spool-case are suitable guide-eyes, by which
the thread from the spool li is led up through
O

a slit at the top, so as to lie in the line with,
but a little in front, ()f, the needle N. When it
descends. The tension of the spool - thread
can be increased by screwing down from the
top a piece, p, so as to bend the thread over a

pin, p’. The terms “front; and “rear as

herein used Jean to the left and right, re
spectively, in Figs. 1 and 2. In the axial line
of the equatorial rim s of the spool-case is
mounted a spindle or shaft, A, which is con
nected to the other moving parts of the sew
ing-machine by any convenient gear, so as to
revolve uniformly with the shaft, or spindle
that works the necc (, and therefore to make
One revolution while the needle N lakes an
5 up and a down stroke.
5 On the shaft, A is fixed a disk, 3, on which is
fitted the shell II of the 'evolving hook, so as
to revolve with the disk 13. Fig. S is a devel
oped plan of the shell II as it would appear if
it were cut across at the part which is shown

lighest in Fig. 1 and were flattened out. It
is hinged to the disk TB by a hinge at h, and
held in position on the disk by a spring-latch
ath entering a hole in the disk B. By press
ing a stud, h", projecting up from the spring
of h, the catch can be released, and the shell
can be folded down to lie on a stop, h", which

inlay be fixed to any part of tile machine. In

order to give a Press to the parts below, the
part i (indicated by dotted lines in Fig. 2) of
the cloth-table T is ?itted to slide transversely,
and another part, t, is fitted to slide longi
tudinally. On a bracket attached to it is
amounted a lever, , which has a long arm ex
tending backward below the spool-case and
the revolving hook, and has two projecting
horns, l and l, which are fitted to enter re
cesses in the front of the spool-case-the one,

75

l, in its lower part, S, and the other, l, in its
upper part, S', as indicated in Fig. 4. A
spring, l, draws the lever L, so as to keep the
horn l engaged in the spool-case, except when
said horn is disengaged, and the hornt is en
gaged by the action of a can, C, fixed on the
spindle A. This cam acts on a roller, c, mount 85
ed on a lever, C, which carries another roller,
c', that bears on the end of the lever L. The
lever C, carrying these two rollers, is kept up
by a counter-weight, c', a little in excess of
their weight. By withdrawing slide t the le
wer L is withdrawn with the bracket that car
lies it, and the face of the spool-case being
thus left exposed, the slide t can be with
drawn, and the catch h' can be released by
pressing down the stud li, whereupon the 95
hook-shell II can be turned down on its hinge
h, to rest on the stoph, and the spool-case con
sisting of the two parts S and S', and contain
ing the spool R, can then be laid into the hook
shell H, its rim S bearing against the frontin OO
wardly-turned edge of the look-shell, as clear
ly shown in Fig. 16. The shell containing the
spool-case can then be again turned up on its
hinge and fastened by the latch h", the slides
t and t can be replaced, and the apparatus is
ready for action in the following manner: The
needle N descends, its point entering some
depth into the tube ', and as it begins to as
cend a loop is formed of the needle-thread.
The point K of the revolving hook enters this O
loop and draws one limb thereof to one side,
while the other limb of the loop is caught on
the points of the equatorial rim 8 at the side
of the needle-hole. The hook, continuing to

revolve, carries the loop of the needle-thread
round to the under side of the Spool-case, one
limb of the loop-namely, that which extends
from the hooks-passing behind the spoolbe
tween it and the disk B, and the other limb
sliding off the rounded face of the hook-shell
II, and passing along the front of the spool

case till it reaches the horn l, when the hook

K, having left this loop behind, enters another

loop of the needle-thread. At this moment
the can () acts on the lover LSO aS to move
the horn (, out of the lower recess of the spool
case and the hornt into the upper recess, the
one horn entering before the other is out, so
that the spool-case is never left free to turn by
both horns l and I being out of their notches I 30
at the same time. The horn l, being thus moved
a little away from the face of the spool-case,
allows the loop to pass, and before it reaches
the cam C allows the spring 7 to bring the
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lever I back to the position shown in Fig. 1,

With the horn l inserted alad the hornt clear

of the spool-case, so as to allow the thread
loop to pass it. The spool-case is made, as
5 shown, with a considerable bulge on its front
side, so as to occupy the expanded loop while
it is being drawn up by the action of the hook
K in expanding the succeeding loop. Each

loop is thus made to embrace within it the
IO thread from the spool R, thus forming lock
stitches. The positions of the hook K. on its
shell Hand of the backward stop K are ar
ranged to suit the movement of the needle, K'
being a little clear of the needle as it, descends,
I5 and the base of the look being clear of it when
it ascends.

It will be understood that, when it is neces

Sary, for any purpose, to remove the spool
case from the hook-shell, the latter will be
2O turned down on its hinge, as shown in Fig. 16,
when the spool-case, with its inclosed spool,
can be readily lifted thercirgi:. .
The disk B has a projecting annular flange,
F, which, over part of its circumference, bears
25 against the shoulder of the rims of the spool
case, keeping the said case in position, but
which is in other parts cut away in correspond
ence with the hook-shell surrounding it, as
shown in the developed yiew, Fig. 9. A piece,
3o F, instead of being made as part of the annu
lar flange, F, is made as part of and solid with

the inside of the hook-shell II, as indicated by
the dotted lines Fin Fig. S, so that there may
be no slit at the point of the hook K such as
35 might catch and entangle the thread.
When it is desired to make chain-stitches,
the spool R and its thread are dispensed with,
and a catch-hook is fixed to the under side of
the slide t, as shown in IFigs. 10, 11, and 12,
4O Fig. 10 being part of a transverse section taken
on line P P of Fig. 12, which is a part plan
with the plate t omitted, and Fig. 11 being a
part longitudinal section on line (), Q of Fig.
12. This catch-hook D projects down, so as
45 almost to touch the rounded face of the hook
shell II, and it has a horizontal lip, D', pro
jecting from its hinder side, to prevent the
thread from passing over it. The main hook
K catches the loop of the needle-thread and
So carries it round under the spool-case, as al
ready described; but, instead of the limb of the
loop being allowed to slip 'off the rounded face
of the hook-shell FI, it is held by the catch
hook D until the part K of the hook-shell
55. gomes round, and then the needle descends in
front of the limb of the loop so held, and con
sequently inside the loop, so that when the
hook Kreturns to form a succeeding Joop it
forms it inside the previous loop, which is
6o then drawn up, as described above, complet
ing the chain-stitch. In order to insure the

-

s

While the catch-hook ) is used as described,

the spool R, with its thread, can also be used,

and thereby a stitch be protect which is a
combination of lock-stitch and chain-stitch,
each loop of the needle-thread engaging within
it the shuttle-thread, as well as the next Sulc
ceeding loop of the needle-thread. The chain
stitch or the combined lock and chain Stitch
may be produced, as above described, by en
ploying, instead of the catch-hooki), which is
fixed to the table, a catch-hook, E, (shown ill
elevation at Fig. 13, and in plan, Fig. 14.)
which is fixed to the upper part, S, of the
spool-case. By employing the hook l) and
two spoois within the spool-case a compound
stitch can be formed in the following way:

One of the soo-th reacts is led in the tistill
direction to the front side of the needle, the
other is brought, 'ound a guide-groove, 6,
sunk in the upper face of the hook E, so that
it has to lie oil the retir side of the needle.
Thus as the chain-stitches are formed, they
cabrace within then the two spool-threads,
which appear symmetrically a 'raged in thic
chain-stitclies.
Atwisted chainstitch, which may be termed
“cable-stitch, can be produce by adding to
the look-shell II: back look, is, l'ojecting
from the part is wiere the needle descends.

This back hook, K", prevents the limb of the
loop of the needle-threatl from sliding back
along the inclined edge K" until after the de
scent of the needle, so that the needle enters
a twisted loop, which, when drawn up, gives
the appearance of a cable to the chain. This
action is rendered more certain by the shoul
ders" of a depression that is formed in the
upper rear part of the spool-case. When the
back hook, K", is employed, the hook E (shown
in Figs. 1:3 and 14, is modified, as shown in
Fig. 5, by making it without the part that
projects downward at its outer end; and then
with the hook E, so hotlified, acting in combi
nation with the back look, K", and using two
spool-threads, there is formed a twisted ol'
cable chain with the two spool-threads pass
ing along it.
As the ridges of the spool-case is always be
tween the turned-in part of the hook-shell,

which bears on its sloping front side and the
edge of the flange of the disk B, which bears
against its linder face, in order to provide for
taking tip the wear of these rubling parts and
to prevent shake, prefer to place within the
hollow of the disk B : shell, b, having its
flange bearing against the rims of the spool
case, this shell being capable of being advanced
a little, so as to take up the wear, by placing
behind it, between it, and the face of the disk
3, a thin packing of paper or other material.
In order that the shell b may always turn with
action of the catch-hook D, I form on part of the disk 13, it is held in position on said disk

the rounded face of the hook-shell H, near the by steady-pins, such as i, leaving it free to
inclined edge K, a projecting ridge, K", (see advance, but not to revolve, independently
65 Fig. 4) which has the effect of keeping the of B.
thread upon the catch-hook D until the said Having thus described my invention, what
T claim is--ridge has passed and the needle descends.
1.
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1. In a sewing-machine, the combinatioi of

a revolving hook having an inwardly-turned
outer edge, a stationary spool-case having an
equatorial rim adapted to be engaged by the
5 inwardly-turned edge of the hook and providi
ed with recesses, a lever having horns adapted
to enter said recesses, and means for operat
-ing said lever to bring said horns alternately
into engagement with said spool-case, sub

6. The combination of the disk B, the hook
shell, hinged thereto, and a spring-catch for
holding said hook-shell in its operative posi
tion, substantially as described.
: 7. The combination, with a revolving hook
and a stationary spool-case having a hook, s',
for dividing the loops of needle-thread, of a 45
stationary catch-hook adapted to co-operate
with said revolving hook and spool-case to

produce chain - stitches, substantially as de
To stantially as described.
2. The combination of the disk 13, having a scribed.

projecting flange, F, the annular hook-shell H, 8. The combination, with the revolving hook 50
hinged to the said disk, and provided with a and stationary Spaol-case, of the slide t, the
look, IV, a spool-case having an equatorial catch-hook D, secured thereto, and provided
I5 rim, s, and means adapted to permit of the pas with the horizontal lip D", substantially as de
sage of loops of needle-thread, for preventing scribed.
the rotation of said spool-case with said hook 9. The combination, with the revolving hook
shell H., having the hook Kand the projecting
shell and hook, sulbstantially as described.
3. The combination of a revolving hook hav ridge K", of a stationary spool-case, and a catch
2O ing an inwardly-turned edge, a spool-case pro hook adapted to co-operate with the rotating
to produce chain-stitches, substantially
vided with an equatorial rim, s, adapted to hook
engage said in Wardly-turned edge, said rim as described.
having an undercut recess at one part to form 10. The combination, with the revolving
H, having the hooks K and Kand
a hook, s', and means for preventing the rota hook-shell
25 tion of said spool-case with said hook, Sull projecting ridge K, of a stationary spool-case,
and a stationary catch-hook, substantially as
stantially as described.
w
65
4. The combination of the revolving hook, described.
the stationary spool-case having recesses, the In testimony whereof I have signed my name
shaft, A, the can C, the lever C, having roll to this specification, in the presence of two sub
witnesses, this 25th day of October,
3o ers c and c, and counter-weight c, the lever scribing
L, having horns l and t, and the spring l, sub A. T). 883.
stantially as described.
HENRY GRELLIER.
5. The combination, with the disk B and the
revolving hook-shell and hook operated there Witnesses:
35 by, of the stationary spool - case having an
OLIVER, MIRAY,
equatorial riun, 8, and the shell b, carried by
HAROLD IMRAY.
said disk and adjustable relatively to said rim,
substantially as described.

